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ESG RATING DISTRIBUTION

SHORT SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Íslandsbanki’s ESG score was updated in September 2023, following the 
settlement agreement reached with the Financial Supervisory Authority of the 
Central Bank of Iceland (FSA) in June 2023. The 8ndings presented in the 
settlement agreement have negative e4ects on the bank’s ESG rating across 
speci8c categories. Íslandsbanki is downgraded by one notch, but still receives a 
good rating, 1U points, category BN. It continues to put great e4ort into enhancing 
sustainability throughout its operations and upholding its commitment to comply 
with the PR’s Orinciples for ;esponsible Banking. In light of the settlement, 
Íslandsbanki has undergone changes within its board and upper management 
and they, along with employees, are engaged in remedial work, with an anticipated 
completion date of 'ctober N, 2023. The bank has achieved good results in 
reducing the environmental impact of its own operationsj one of the bank’s main 
opportunities lies in reducing emission from its loan portfolio and assets under 
management. Íslandsbanki has made this a priority and has conducted an impact 
analysis that identi8es key impacts of the bank:s products and services to further 
address its sustainability priorities. Íslandsbanki has taken important moves to 
further its sustainability -ourneyZ it is a founding member of the Retz7ero Banking 
Alliance and continues with its aim of full carbon neutrality by 20U0, along with 
a commitment to setting a Sciencezbased Target. The bank has published its 
assessments of the portfolio’s carbon footprint in accordance with OCAF and has 
set a sectoral target for carbon footprint reduction in the loan portfolio. To promote 
a transparent disclosure, the bank has published a carbon neutrality report 
covering its measurements, ob-ectives, and performance in climatezrelated areas. 
Additionally, Íslandsbanki has neutralixed its activities in full with Certi8ed Emission 
;eduction units through the Pnited Rations Carbon '4set Olatform, along with 
supporting two domestic pro-ects through the purchase of planned certi8ed 
emission reduction units. The bank continues to work towards its ob-ective of ESG 
risk assessing companies in its lending portfolio and increasing the proportion of 
sustainable loans. The bank has sought 8nance through issues of sustainable 
and green bonds and it is in a good position when it comes to the provision of 
information on the impact of its lending to sustainable pro-ects. Iceland Funds, a 
subsidiary of the bank, adopted the PR’s Orinciples for ;esponsible Investments 
in 20N´ and published information on its 8nanced emissions for the 8rst time 
in 2022, based on the OCAF methodology. Financial undertakings in Iceland 
operate under an eWtensive regulatory system and scrutiny by the Central Bank’s 
Financial Supervisory Authority. Íslandsbanki’s data security arrangements are 
in good order, its management system being certi8ed according to IS'2´00N. 
Furthermore, the bank is active in incentivixing its suppliers to act on value 
chain responsibility. The bank has long cared about their customers, society, and 
employees. The FSAqs 8ndings has had a negative impact on these categories, 
and it is important for the bank to build trust inside and outside the bank but that 
could take some time. In the year 2022, the bank placed a strong emphasis on 
human resources and previous workplace surveys reveal high levels of employee 
satisfaction. Ppcoming customer and workplace surveys will shed more light on 
the impact of the issue. The bank continues to pay close attention to sustainability 
issues within the bank and work on their remedial measures.

COMPARISON WITH DOMESTIC ISSUERS

Íslandsbanki is above average in all categories in comparison with other domestic 
issuers (currently about U0) that have been ESGzrated by ;eitun. The current 
market average aggregate score is now ´2 points out of N00 possible, producing 
a rating of B2. 



Disclaimer
 For the purposes of this analysis and ESG rating, it has been assumed that the materials and information to which ;eitun has had access are in accordance 
with the facts. Hhere ;eitun has received photocopies of documents, it is assumed that they correspond with the originals of the documents in Duestion and 
that no subseDuent additions or changes have been made to them. It is also assumed that all signatures on documents and agreements to which ;eitun has 
had access are correct and that they are binding for the company..

 The opinions and pro-ections set forth here are based on the general information, and possibly on con8dential information, which ;eitun has had in its possession 
at the time of compilation of the rating. The principal sources used are annual 8nancial statements and various materials from the party under eWamination 
and other available oVcial information that has been published in the media and in other conteWts which the company considers reliable. owever, ;eitun 
cannot be held responsible for the reliability or accuracy of this information and accepts no liability for the reliability of the sources of the information used. 

ata set out in the above discussion appears for the purpose of information only and should not be viewed as an o4er of any sort and should not be taken 
as constituting advice concerning investments in 8nancial instruments. Investors are urged to obtain independent guidance from their own advisors before 
investing in 8nancial instruments, e.g. as regards their legal standing and taW position. ;eitun and its employees can accept no responsibility for transactions 
based on the information and opinions set forth above. 

 Hhile particular care has been taken to ensure that the information above is correct and accurate at the time of writing, ;eitun and its employees can accept 
no responsibility for possible errors. The evaluation of this information re ects ;eitun’s opinions on the date of publication, but these opinions may change 
without notice. Reither ;eitun nor its employees can be held responsible for damage or loss, direct or indirect, resulting from information found in this rating, 
or for the dissemination of such information.

In particular, attention is drawn to the fact that estimates and forwardzlooking statements may change without warning in either a positive or a negative way and 
are sub-ect to eWternal uncertainties and variables that are generally beyond ;eitun’s control. ;eitun and its employees therefore cannot accept responsibility if 
the ESG rating of an individual issuer that has been assessed and given a rating by the company subseDuently changes. ;eitun cannot undertake to change 
the information published in this report if the premises on which it is based change or if it comes to light that it is incorrect or inaccurate.

;eitun, its employees, directors or other parties connected with ;eitun may have interests at stake regarding particular companies addressed in its analyses, 
valuation reports and other publications at any given time. These interests may take various forms, e.g. as shareholders or advisors, or interests connected with 
other services provided. Issuers of securities that are valued by ;eitun pay the company for this service. aluations and analyses are nevertheless prepared 
independently by ;eitun.

 ;eitun owns the copyright in all information presented in this report. Information found in this ESG rating may not be disseminated or utilised in any other 
manner without permission. 


